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Our Organizing framework

400+1 (pronounced four
hundred and one) is a the

world's first Black
cooperative federation that
combines movement theory
and Black imagination as a

vehicle to catalyze revolution
and acheive freedom. 

We currently have three L4 organizations: Black Sovereign Nation, Counter Balance, and the Ally Ship (the only non-Black component of
400+1, that is purposed to bring in resources through and from the creation of a ally culture of reparations. 

*



400+1’s reading retreats are experiences

intentionally crafted with the idea that the

examination of the Black experience and the

naming of the phenomena that comprise it

are prerequisites to the collective healing

that serves as a crucial component of

building Black capacity for mass movement.

Each retreat is a five day reprieve for self

care and study; an all expense paid vacation

during which the only requirement is

reading.

PURPOSE

READING
RETREATS



The collective is
given a stocked
kitchen and
collectively decide
on meals and tasks.

FOOD 

The collective
decides sleeping
spaces based on
accessibility needs,
medical conditions,
and preferences. 

LODGING

The collective
determines what
principles will shape
how we will each
interact and relate
to one another.

COMMUNITY
AGREEMENTS

equity exercises
It is our principle to create a closed container where we collectively are committed to
establish and maintain equity and radical community. Our collective praxis develops
with our equity exercises that allow our collective to distribute responsibility and
resources equitably. 

The collective struggles
toward radical love.
Each member of the
cohort has the
opportunity to
describe how they
want harm enacted on
them to be addressed. 

HARM AND
ACCOUNTABILITY



COMMUNITY AGREEMENTS

One Mic! 

Speak in the I 
-Make I statements

Commit to authenticity: 
-State your need
-We are all co-contributors to this space

Intent vs. Impact: 
-Acknowledge intent
-Address Impact

Clean after yourself
-Create a equitable plan for clean up 

Ask for Consent

We commit to address conflict
collectively AND individually when we
can or feel comfortable

Be individually accountable to collectively
decided schedule times

State your name and preferred pronouns
each time you address the collective 

Hold what is in this space here, but take what we learn back to share



Timeline of Revolution

Vanguard 
Recruitment

Naming/Identification 
of Oppression

Education Internal Praxis External Praxis || De-stabilizing/ 
Disrupting Status Quo

Mass Healing 
& Unlearning 

Education Regnerate/ Recruit/ Recognize

(Creating systems of production 
and protection)

Mass Healing and Unlearning Strategize

Reconnection/ Relationship to DescendentsSustaining (Self Care)

Construction/ Generation 

Construction/
Generation
 



WHO DO WE HAVE AND WHO DO WE NEED?

+FOLX WHO ARE ERASED FROM THE REPRO JUSTICE
NARRATIVE

 
+THE ANCESTORS/ SPIRIT/ SOURCE

 
+THOSE WHO "FIT THE STEREOTYPE" OF

BLACKNESS
 

+BLACK FOLX WHO ARE THOUGHT TO BE UNSTABLE
(MENTALLY,  EMOTIONALLY,  MATERIALLY)

 
+FOLX WHO ARE "STERILE"

 
+BLACK CHILDREN

 
+BLACK PARENTS

 
+INCARCERATED FOLX WHO HAVE TO LEAVE

BEHIND THE TRIBE
 

+SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL HARM
 

+BLACK EDUCATORS
 

+GENDER QUEER,  TRANSMEN,  TRANSWOMEN
 

+VETERANS

STEP ONE: 
Vanguard Recruitment

Remember that according to our theory, we are recruiting folx to a

vanguard that will catalyze revolution and destabilize systems of

reproductive oppression

Building the Body



GENERATE EXPRESSIONS OF REPRODUCTIVE OPPRESSION
AS:  

+SYSTEM OF ASSIGNED GENDER (QUEER ERASURE,
GENDERED TERMS)

 
+NARRATIVE SUPPRESSION AND ERASURE

EX.  WHAT IS BEYOND HUMANITY
WHAT IS BLACK CHILDHOOD

 
+WHITE SUPREMACIST MORALITY (MORAL

DEGENERACY)
 

+INTERRUPTION/ THEFT
 

+MARGINALIZATION OF CHILDREN
 

+HOW INEQUALITY SHAPES REPRODUCTION
CULTURE

 
+SEXUAL DEPRIVATION,  EXTRACTION AND

MARGINALIZATION

STEP TWO: 
Naming/ Identification/ Defining of
Reproductive Opression (Internal)



SHOULD INCLUDE A PROCESS OF HISTORY,  TATIC SKILLS,
WORLD BUILDING AND IMAGINATION

COLLECTIVE EDUCATION ON:  
 

+ INTERSECTION OF REPRODUCTION AND GENDER
 

+MOVING BEYOND NUMBERS:  RECLAMATION OF
NARRATIVE AND NUANCE

 
+REIMAGINING MORALITY

 
+RECONNECTION,  RECLAMATION AND REIMAGINING

 
+REIMAGINING REPRODUCTION CULTURE

 
+SEXUAL AGENCY,  REFRAMING AND RECLAMATION

STEP THREE: 
Education (Internal)



+PROJECT FOR EXTERNAL RECRUITMENT
 

+PROJECT FOR EXTERNAL NAMING
 

+PROJECT FOR EXTERNAL EDUCATION
 

+DESTABILIZATION PROJECT(S)

STEP FOUR: 
Engagement and Destabilization



STEP FIVE: 
Healing and Generation

CREATE A PROJECT THAT ALLOWS FOR CONTINUAL
HEALING,  CREATION/ GENERATION AND A
ESTABLISHMENT OF A CONNECTION TO DESCENDENTS 



















Video

one

Video

two

Video

three

Video

four

Click the play button above to play each video

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CvN_tHTcn3XqQd4J6m8dZNmTwpg3gY0Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tj6OApjLAhgT12n-uBFlRFJWJo_RtQyD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O1l_HW235TuM88QSXMP_AkRVDfhOQeug/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C1XTF7VGPea2V_l4-Ypg8ygDvVDVQvvR/view?usp=sharing


BUILDING THE
BLACK BODY

COHORT AGENDA
Asking folx to name and define their
material conditions

Grounding exercises, kickbacks and
conversations

What do we need more information on?

NAMING/ ID/ DEFINING

BUILDING THE BODY (BODY
BULDING)

EDUCATION

ENGAGEMENT AND
DESTABILIZATION
Workshops, zines, and memes

HEALING AND GENERATION
Online anthology and collective work
(book)



CHEIKH ATHJ 

Cheikh / Boo is a Philly-based creator. Crafting at the locus
where music production, narrative design, poetry, and
movement work meet, they build interactive performances
that ask black folk to investigate our relationships to
creation, spirituality, settler colonialism, and the haunting
aftermaths of denial, loss, and displacement. Currently, they
are working on a music project and series of short stories
around a California town touched by dark matter. In their
free time, they read, cry, and push toward betterness. They
would write their instagram name here, however it changes
so often that by the time you see this it may only be
ephemera.

Pronouns: they/them



JENNIFER ADJUA CLINE

Jenniphyr Adjua is a mother and writer who serves as a Comprehensive Sex Educator for
middle and high school-aged youth in the Greater Cleveland, Ohio area. She is a partner in
Ascendant Light Healing Services, a project geared towards supporting generational healing
through reproductive support for women of color. As a mother, Adjua has been charged with
the responsibility of creating and maintaining a culture that embraces personal and
community agency.  This looks like a commitment to intentional living and wellness. She is
the creator of Herb Culture Co., a small business producing herbal and plant based home
and personal care products.  As a  creative-nonfiction and personal-narrative writer, Adjua’s
work poetically explores the points where race, gender and sexuality meet to inform one’s
life trajectory, especially for people of African descent. Adjua graduated from Kent State
University’s Department of Pan-African Studies and Sociology programs (2015), she soon
after served a Patients to Advocates Fellowship (2017-2019), broadening her capacity to
contribute to the push for bodily autonomy through a Reproductive Justice
framework. During her 8 years serving at a natural foods cooperative she developed a
working knowledge of herbs and whole foods and continues to feed her fascination with
plants as a healing modality. Pairing her background in Pan-African Studies, nutrition,
herbalism and creative writing, she offers intergenerational community workshops that
encourage participants to deepen their connection to the divine and to each other through
exploring our personal narratives and documenting our healing practices. Currently, she is
co-crafting a workshop series exploring personal protection, relationships and plant
medicine for reproductive health.

Pronouns: she/her



NZINGHA HALL

Originally, from Saint Louis, MO, Nzingha is an Atlanta transplant who
recently completed her Master of Public Health degree at Morehouse
School of Medicine with an emphasis in global health, health
communications, and reproductive health.Nzingha has experience in
the abortion care setting as a health educator, counselor, and as a
financial coordinator. Nzingha is a professionally trained diversity and
inclusion facilitator and conducts presentations and workshops
centering around unconscious bias, health literacy, and culturally-
competent sexual education.  Nzingha is the founder of "This is Black
Sex ED!" A multi-media trivia game focusing on pop-culture and
reproductive justice through a Black lens. Her passions include youth
engagement, women's health, reproductive health equity, and black
liberation. Nzingha speaks Mandarin Chinese and Brazilian Portuguese.
Nzingha loves traveling, swimming, and is the Headwriter and Co-
Producer of "The Panel ATL" podcast.

Pronouns: she/her



ROBYN LAZETTE

Robyn Lazette is a community organizer from Atlanta, GA. She is currently
studying Entertainment Business and hopes for a career in artist
management and public relations. She is also a songwriter and aspiring
children’s book author. Shortly after Michael Brown Jr. was killed by a police
officer in Ferguson, Missouri, she began working as the Social Media Director
with the campaign #ItsBiggerThanYou. As an executive board member, her
duties included recruitment while utilizing digital tools, building social
networking platforms to amplify the campaign, interacting with followers and
partner organizations, and creating content. She joined a coalition working
alongside various Atlanta-based organizations; Southerners On New Ground,
NAACP, Rise Up Georgia, and Stop Mass Incarceration Network are a few of
those organizations. She also worked as an advocate for the Fight For $15 with
Southern Workers Organizing Committee and ATL Raise Up. Her inspiration
for social justice work is fueled by The Dream Defenders, who work across
Florida. She was moved to utilize her voice to fight for human rights during
the state of Georgia’s decision to execute Troy Davis, who was wrongfully
convicted and sentenced to death. Her most recent work is with the Fight For
Oscar campaign to demand the city of Atlanta reform their body camera
policy in response to recent shootings and misconduct by the police
department.

Pronouns: she/her



DOMINIQUE WALKER

Dominique Symone is a 28 year old organizer from Dallas, TX.
Dominique works with a few organizations to work on social issues
affecting her community on a local, state, and national level. She is
currently the North Texas Engagement Manager in Dallas where she
works on Criminal Justice Reform, Immigration Reform, LGBTQ+
Rights, and Womens’ Reproductive Freedom. But her core focus will
always be fighting against any societal injustices that affect
marginalized folx and encouraging constant unlearning. Dominique is
also a mother to a future revolutionary that she hopes will carry the
torch as she has for those who came before her. Dominique believes
we are all connected in this work and engaging in activism is a part of
taking responsibility for what we owe to each other, our future, and to
ourselves.

Pronouns: she/her


